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display of their B71J's. Jim has the low number
observed, and Chuck has the high number This article
would be incomplete without their inclusion.

Collectors are requested to search their notes and
report any B71J's that are found. My address is Graeme
M. Ton, Jr., 203 47th Street, Gulfport, Miss. 39501.
Please supply serial number, plate numbers, pos. code
and grade. Your reporting will be most necessary in
developing a census of the B71J before all is lost to
the past.

Without the gracious help of the following individuals,
this study could not have been completed: Mr. James A.
Conlon, Director, BEP, and Mr. H. T. Krisak, Super-
intendent, Management Services Division, BEP; Chuck
O'Donnell, Jim Thompson, Frank Nowak, and Harry
Coleman. My special thanks to them.

MUTILATED NOTES BURNED
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Certificate of Destruction of mutilated notes issued two years
after Moses K. Armstrong witnessed a similar burning.

OSES K. Armstrong, Congressional Delegate from4
Dakota Territory, was named a member of a corn-

—
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	 mittee to witness the destruction of national cur-
rency notes in the spring of 1874. This is how he de-
scribed the process in his newsletter addressed to
constituents on May 12 that year. It was reprinted in
his book The Early Empire Builders of the Great West,
published in 1901:

"Two hundred and twelve thousand dollars of the
mutilated notes of national banks were burned, for re-
demption, by the treasury department yesterday. The
writer hereof was called as a witness to the official
burning. Upon entering the redemption division a dozen

men or more were seen seated around a long board table
upon which were piled up, like sticks of stove wood, the
dirty, ragged bundles of bank bills which had been sent
in to be destroyed and replaced by new notes. The men
were busily counting and comparing the different packages
of worthless stuff, which had passed through thousands
of hands as precious money, but was now, like a discarded
woman, to be cast aside for a new and prettier face.
When counted and labeled the packages were tumbled
into boxes, locked and the remains followed by witnesses,
driven like a corpse, to the place of "cremation," which
is in a little brick building, down in a green pasture, at
the rear of the White House. Here a fire was started in
a furnace, resembling a large bake oven, and while the
mourning witnesses stood by, a mad-looking clerk unlocked
the boxes and commenced to throw the great bundles of
greenbacks into the fire, with as much carelessness as a
man would throw ears of corn to the hogs. As the fire
blazed up, a large black negro with a long, iron handled
pitch fork, commenced to "poke up" the fire and to mix
the money with the flames. In about thirty minutes all
that remained of the $212,000 was a nest of white cinders
resembling fish scales, and we departed sick of money."

Selected by FORREST W. DANIEL

Federal Reserve Corner
HE Treasury Department has finally announced the
issuance of a $2 Federal Reserve Note The new
note will be Series 1976 and will have a Bicenten-

n•al scheme. The reverse of the note will picture the
Signing of the Declaration of Independence, while the
face will be the same as the old with the exception of
its inscription as a Federal Reserve Note, and not a
U. S. Note.

It is anticipated that the first release will be made
on April 13, 1976, which is Jefferson's birthday. A
recent report from Ed Zegers of Maryland tells us that
printing was to start in early December, with first notes
to be for the Richmond district; they are to be followed
by San Francisco, and on until all districts have been
printed. It is hoped that all 12 districts will have
simultaneous release in April.

However, the biggest part of the "news" is that COPE
will be used for the overprinting. This will be first use
of COPE for any denomination other than $1 FR notes.

A recent press release from the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing states that the first of six new COPE
machines ordered earlier has been delivered. It is
possible that this new machine will be used for the $2
notes.

Of great interest was the report of installation of the
first of four new Magna currency presses in the base-
ment of the main building at the Bureau. These presses
are high-speed, two-plate, sheet-fed and are being tested at
this time. In addition, new Giori presses are being in-
stalled, and these will increase greatly the output of the
currency section.

We can expect great things from the Bureau, as they
strive to increase output and decrease costs. We shall
have further reports on these presses as they pass the
initial trials and are accepted for service.
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